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We have recently [1] shown that factorisation theorems [2] for exclusive processes apply to π − π + → γ * γ in the kinematical regime where the virtual photon is highly virtual but at small t. We also advocated the extension of this approach to PP → γ * γ, to backward VCS γ ⋆ P → P ′ γ [3] , to backward pion electroproduction γ ⋆ P → P ′ π and to PP → γ * π in the near forward region and for large virtual Q 2 , which may be studied in detail at GSI.
For the γ ⋆ to ρ transition, a perturbative limit of the TDA may be obtained [5] . For γ → π one, where there are only four leading-twist TDAs [1] [6] that experimental analysis of e.g. γ ⋆ γ → ρπ and γ ⋆ γ → ππ could be carried out since the Bremsstrahlung contribution is small and rates are sizable at present e + e − facilities. Whereas in the pion case, models used for GPDs (see [7] and references therein) could be applied to TDAs, this is not obvious for baryonic ones, for which the soft limit considered here is therefore very interesting.
In Ref. [4] , we have defined the leading-twist proton to pion P → π transition distribution amplitudes from the Fourier transform of the matrix element
We define here the leading-twist TDAs for the P → π 0 transition at ∆ T = 0 as 1 : and
. f π is the pion decay constant (f π = 133 MeV) and f N has been estimated through QCD sum rules to be of order 5.2 · 10 −3 GeV 2 [8] . All the TDAs V i , A i and T i are dimensionless. Now, we shall derive the general limit of these three contributing TDAs at ∆ T = 0 when ξ gets close to 1. In that limit, the soft-meson theorems [9] derived from current algebra apply [10] , which allow us to express these 3 TDAs in terms of the 3 Distribution Amplitudes (DAs) of the corresponding baryon. In the case of the proton DA [8] 
We use the general soft pion theorem [9] to write:
The second term, which takes care of the nucleon pole term, does not contribute at threshold and will not be considered in the following.
For the transition P → π 0 , Q 
T when it acts on the index β) on the vector and axial structures of the DA (Eq. (3)) gives two terms which cancel each other and the third one, which remains, is the same as the one for the TDA, up to the modification that in the DA decomposition p is the proton momentum, whereas for the TDA one, p is the light-cone projection of P ≡ (p 1 + p π )/2, i .e. half the proton momentum if one neglects p π . This introduces a factor 2 in the relation between the DA V To what concerns the tensorial structure multiplying T p , the three terms are identical at leading-twist accuracy and yield a factor 3 in T 1 .
1 In the following, we shall use the notation F ≡ (p.n)
Σixizip.n .
